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University Campus in Southern US 
relies on Endura VMS, Sarix Cameras 
to protect 11,500+ students

Issue
A large, open, university campus in the Southern 
United States, with more than 11,500 students spread 
across nearly 50 buildings, wanted to upgrade and 
expand their existing analog video surveillance system. 
Campus management needed to cover new building 
additions to their facility, as well as begin the migration 
toward a substantial IP-based camera system.

Solution
An Endura IP Video Management System was se-
lected in order to create a fully-distributed system, 
incorporating existing cameras as well as 350 new IP 
cameras. Additionally, the system was designed to 
bring all monitoring activity back to a central location.

Designed for performance, premium experience, 
and mission-critical applications, the Sarix Enhanced 
Range with SureVision 2.0 delivers industry-leading im-
age quality in the most difficult lighting conditions.

Endura™ is the ideal video management system (VMS) 
for mission-critical surveillance operations requiring 
around-the-clock monitoring and unwavering reliability. 
It provides the tools security and IT professionals need 
to effectively safeguard people and property.

Superior Sarix Enhanced image quality, combined with 
the scalability and functionality of the Endura system 
has provided campus management with the ability to 
easily monitor, capture and review video.

Application Type: Education Location: USA

Products 
• Sarix Enhanced Cameras
• Endura Video Management

About Sarix Enhanced
 • Unsurpassed image quality in the  
    toughest lighting situations
 • Superior reliability and ruggedness 
    for mission critical applications
 • Premium design and experience

• Up to 3 Megapixel Resolution
• Up to 30 IPS at 3 MPx
• Auto Back Focus (ABF)
• PoE, IEEE 802.3af
• Adaptive Motion Detection and  
   Camera Sabotage Analytic
• Local Storage (Micro SD)
• ONVIF® Profile S Conformant
• 3-Year Warranty and Support

About Endura
• For mission-critical installations
• Designed for 24/7 surveillance
• Predictable performance for
   reliable scalability
• Integration to multiple building and   
   security systems
• Scalable to accept thousands of HD 
   and megapixel cameras
• Complete API available

Additional Resources
Learn more about Endura VMS 
Systems: 
www.pelco.com/endura

Learn more about Sarix Enhanced
Cameras: 
www.pelco.com/sarix
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